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Data to Pictures	






•  http://www.spacetelescope.org/projects/
fits_liberator/	
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Users of outreach content	


• Students, public	


• Educators, librarians	


• Tech-savvy creators	


• Amateur astronomers	


• Citizen scientists	




Applications	


• Outreach resources	


• Planetarium visualization	


• Desktop Planetarium Software���
Redshift, Starry Night, Stellarium	


• Online sky navigation software���
Sky in Google Earth���
MS World Wide Telescope	








• Astronomy Visualization Metadata	


• Content registry/repository	


• Delivery tools	


• Outreach content only	


• Not just images	


• Not VO	


Virtual Astronomy Multimedia Project	


http://www.virtualastronomy.org/ 





Metadata tagging	


• Metadata schema	


• Outreach-oriented subject taxonomy	


• Interactive tagging tools	


• WCS recovery utilities	




AVM metadata schema	


• Creator	


• Content	


• Observation	


• Coordinates	


• Publisher	


• File	




Creator	


Creator string Original creator of the resource at the organizational level. Spitzer Science Center 

CreatorURL URL A simple URL pointing to the (top level) outreach webpage for the 
original creator. 

http://www.spitzer.caltech.edu 

Contact.Name string, list Name(s) of the primary contact(s) for the resource. R. Hurt 
Contact.Email string, list Email(s) of the primary contact(s) for the resource. example@ipac.caltech.edu 
Contact.Telephone string, list Phone number of the primary contact(s) for the resource. 555-555-5555 
Contact.Address string Street address of the primary contact for the resource. 1200 E. California Blvd. 
Contact.City string City of the primary contact for the resource. Pasadena 
Contact.StateProvince string State or province of the primary contact for the resource. California 
Contact.PostalCode string Zip or postal code of the primary contact for the resource. 91125 
Contact.Country string Country of the primary contact for the resource. USA 
Rights string Copyright and related intellectual property rights description. Public Domain 



Content	

Title string General descriptive title given to the image resource. M 82 
Headline string Short description of the full caption. The galaxy M82 is seen across the spectrum 

from X-rays to infrared light. This combined view 
is from NASA's Chandra, Hubble, and Spitzer 
telescopes. 

Description string Full caption and related description text for the image resource. NASA's Spitzer, Hubble, and Chandra space 
observatories teamed up to create this multi-
wavelength, false-colored view of the M82 
galaxy. High energy particles appear as blue, 
stars as green, dust as red. 

Subject.Category string-CV, list The type(s) of object or objects in the resource, or general subject 
matter of an image, taken from a controlled vocabulary taxonomy 
(see appendix A) 

C.5.1.6;C.5.3.3 

Subject.Name string, list Proper names/catalog numbers for key objects/subjects in the 
image field. 

M 82; Messier 82; NGC 3034; Cigar Galaxy 

Distance float, list(2) The distance to the object, measured in light years (list element 1) 
and/or redshift (list element 2). 

11700000; 0.000677 

Distance.Notes string Comment about the contents of the Distance tag. light years from PI; redshift from NED 

ReferenceURL URL Webpage containing more information about this specific image. http://gallery.spitzer.caltech.edu/Imagegallery/
image.php?image_name=sig06-010 

Credit string The minimum information that the Publisher would like to see 
mentioned when the resource is used. 

NASA/JPL-Caltech/STScI/CXC/UofA/ESA/
AURA/JHU 

Date date Date that the resource was created or made available. (YYYY-MM-
DD).  

2007-04-24 

ID string This is an identifier for the resource that is unique to the creator. sig06-010 
Type string-CV The type of image/media resource. The controlled vocabulary is 

listed in Appendix A. 
Observation 

Image.ProductQuality string-CV Qualitative image quality assessment. The controlled vocabulary is 
listed in Appendix A 

Good 



Observation	


Facility string, list(s) Telescopes or observatories used for the observations. Chandra; Hubble; Hubble; Spitzer 

Instrument string, list(s) Instrument used to collect the data. One Instrument per exposure. ACIS; ACS; ACS; IRAC 

Spectral.ColorAssignment string-CV, list
(s) 

The output color that is assigned to an exposure. One Spectral.ColorAssignment per exposure. The controlled 
vocabulary is listed in Appendix A. 

Blue; Green; Orange; Red 

Spectral.Band string-CV, list
(s) 

Waveband of the component exposure from a pre-defined list 
defining the general part of the spectrum covered. One 
Spectral.Band per exposure. The controlled vocabulary is listed in 
Appendix A. 

X-ray; Optical; Optical; Infrared 

Spectral.Bandpass string, list(s) Bandpass of the individual exposure. One Spectral.Bandpass per 
exposure. 

-;B;R;mid-infrared 

Spectral.CentralWavelength float, list(s) Central wavelength of the filter used for the individual exposure 
measured in nanometers. One Spectral.CentralWavelength per 
exposure. 

0.5;440;700;8000 

Spectral.Notes string Free-text field to allow for more detailed discussions of bandpasses 
and color mappings. 

X-ray bandpass wavelengths are approximate 

Temporal.StartTime date, list(s) Start time of the exposure in ISO 8601 format "yyyy-mm-
ddThh:mm" (UT; time portion is optional). One Temporal.StartTime 
per exposure. 

-; 2005-02-05; 2005-02-05; 2004-07-03T12:00 

Temporal.IntegrationTime float, list(s) The exposure time in seconds. One Temporal.IntegrationTime per 
exposure. 

-; -; -; 240 

DatasetID string, list(s) Identifier for the source FITS dataset for each exposure in the 
image. If available, this can be a VO-compliant reference to the 
dataset [ivo://AuthorityID/ResourceKey]. One DatasetID per 
exposure. 

a1;a2;a3;a4 



Coordinate	


Spatial.CoordinateFrame string-CV Coordinate system reference frame. Spatial.CoordinateFrame 
should be chosen from a pre-defined list. The controlled vocabulary 
is listed in Appendix A. 

ICRS 

Spatial.Equinox string Equinox for Spatial.CoordinateFrame in decimal years. 2000 
Spatial.ReferenceValue float, list(2) Reference coordinates (RA and Dec) for the image (2 element list in 

decimal degrees). 
149.11051168; 69.7053749827 

Spatial.ReferenceDimension float, list(2) Size of the image in pixels (2 element list). 4299; 3490 
Spatial.ReferencePixel float, list(2) X,Y coordinates of the pixel in the image to which the reference 

coordinate (Spatial.ReferenceValue) refers (2 element list). 
922.146820068; 1153.85690308 

Spatial.Scale float, list(2) Spatial scale of the image in number of degrees/pixel (2 element 
list). 

-4.1635027032331E-05; 4.1635027032331E-05 

Spatial.Rotation float Position angle of the Y axis in degrees measured east from north. 49.936065630295 
Spatial.CoordsystemProjection string-CV A combination of the coordinate system and the projection of the 

image. The controlled vocabulary is listed in Appendix A. 
TAN 

Spatial.Quality string-CV This qualitatively describes the reliability of the spatial coordinate 
information in this metadata. The controlled vocabulary is listed in 
Appendix A. 

Full 

Spatial.Notes string Free-text description to expand further on coordinates/geometry of 
image. 

FOV: 10.74 x 8.72 arcminutes; Ref coordinate: 
9h56m26.52s 69d42m19.35s; derived from 
astrometry.net file sig06-010.fits 

Spatial.FITSheader string Free-text representation of the FITS header from which the AVM 
spatial tags were derived. 

CRVAL1  =               6.3856  CRVAL2  =              
64.1784  RADESYS = 'ICRS    '           EQUINOX 
=                2000.   CTYPE1  = 'RA---TAN'        
CTYPE2  = 'DEC--TAN'    CRPIX1  =                 
214.   CRPIX2  =                 138.  

Spatial.CDMatrix float, list(4) Matrix representation of scale/rotation terms. 



Publisher	


Publisher string Publisher of the resource Spitzer Space Telescope 

PublisherID string ID of publisher registered as VAMP providers. vamp://spitzer 
ResourceID string This identifies a specific “instance” of a resource; e.g. one image in 

one file format at one resolution. This allows the same resource 
(image) to be offered in different formats and resolutions. Together 
with the PublisherID, each registered resource is uniquely identified 
in the database 

sig05-010_jpg_sm 

ResourceURL URL A unique URL pointing to the specific online image/image archive is 
needed to identify where to obtain the image. Each ResourceID is 
paired with a matching ResourceURL. 

http://ipac.jpl.nasa.gov/media_images/
sig06-010.tif 

RelatedResources list The format is a list of PublisherID/ID values that will reference 
specific resources registered in VAMP (though not specific 
“instances”). 

vamp://spitzer/sig05-010; vamp://spitzer/
sig05-010 

MetadataDate date The date of the metadata content for the image. 2008-05-09 
MetadataVersion string This is the version of the applied Metadata definition. 1.1 



File���
(implicit for images)	


File.Type string-CV The format of the file. For images this would include TIFF, JPEG, 
PNG, GIF, PSD, PDF 

TIFF 

File.Dimension float, list(2) Size in pixels (x, y) of the image resource. 4299; 3490 
File.Size float, list(2) Size of the image resource, measured in kilobytes.  18237 
File.BitDepth float Color bit-depth of the file, measured in total bits per pixel. 24 



Metadata	


• Outreach-specific	


• Multiple constituent images	


• Diverse sources	


• Diverse products	


• Exploits existing photo metadata	


• XML/XMP (Adobe)	




Tagging tools	


• FITS Liberator	


• Adobe CS XMP Panels���
Elements, through CS5	


• Web-based AVM form���
Customizable for local needs	


• CSV-AVM scripts	






Photoshop File Info	




•  http://www.virtualastronomy.org/avmwebtool/
index.php5	




Subject taxonomy	






WCS recovery	


• FITS Liberator	


• Astrometry.net	


• WWT	


• Pinpoint WCS	




FITS Liberator	






Astrometry.net	








Pinpoint WCS	


•  Associate WCS with non-FITS image	


•  Identify common targets in both	


•  Derive astrometric solution	


• Output FITS and/or AVM keywords	






Delivery	


• Public galleries	


• Data archives���
VO services	


• Common registry/repository	



